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Abstract. To get the best possible chance of healing,
cancer has to be detected as early as possible. As can-
cer starts within a single cell, cytopathological methods of-
fer the chance of early detection. One such method is the
standardized DNA image cytometry, for which the diagnosti-
cally relevant cells have to be searched for manually within
a specimen. As this is a time-consuming process, a prese-
lection of diagnostically relvant cells has to be performed
automatically. For specimens of oral mucosa this means to
distinguish between truly healthy epithelial cells and possi-
bly cancerous epithelial cells.
Based on cell images from a brightfield light microscope
a set of morphological and textural features were imple-
mented. To identify highly distinctive feature subsets the se-
quential forward floating search method is used. For these
feature sets k-nearest neighbor and fuzzy k-nearest neighbor
classifiers as well as support vector machines were trained.
On a validation set of 400 cells it could be shown that
healthy and possibly cancerous cells can be distinguished at
overall rates above 95.4% for different classifiers, enabling
us to choose the support vector machine with a set of two
features only as the classifier with the lowest computational
costs.
Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most often reasons of death within industrial
countries is cancer. So as to have the best possible chance
of healing, cancer has to be detected and treated as early as
possible. As cancer starts within a single cell, many types of
cancer can be detected very early and from already marginal
changes within single cells using cytopathological methods.
These cell specimens can be obtained easily and painlessly,
e.g. with tiny brushes for smears of the oral mucosa.
One cytopathological diagnostic method is DNA image
cytometry (DNA-ICM). For this the cells are stained stoicho-
metrically according to Feulgen to visualize the DNA con-
tent within the nuclei. Images of the nuclei are captured with
a camera mounted on a brightfield light microscope.
Since DNA-ICM needs the DNA value of each cell, the
integral optical densities of the nuclei are computed. To get
the DNA value from these integral optical densities, a set
of about 30 healthy, non-proliferating cells, called reference
cells, has to be selected. Then the DNA values of nuclei are
computed from the ratio of their integral optical densities to
the mean density of the reference cells. Subsequently the
diagnosis is performed based on the histogram of the DNA
values of diagnostically relevant analysis cells. For oral mu-
cosa these are epithelial cells with noticeable changed mor-
phology or texture of their nuclei, cells that therefore are sus-
picious of cancer.
According to the guidelines for the DNA-ICM [1] a cy-
topathologist has to find and select manually about 30 ref-
erence cells and about 300 analysis cells. This is a time-
consuming task, wherein the expert should therefore be as-
sisted by an automated preselection of cells. A machine for
fully automated screening of cervical smears using DNA-
ICM is already available. This machine searches for cells
with an abnormal high DNA content, by measuring the DNA
value of all existing cells [2]. But as these cells are rare and
cancer starts already with small changes of DNA content, the
same high sensitivity and specificity as with the standardized
interactive DNA-ICM [1] can not be achieved.
The approach in this paper therefore aims at an algo-
rithmic implementation of such expert knowledge for speci-
mens of the oral mucosa, i.e., an automatic discrimination of
healthy epithelial nuclei as reference cells and non healthy
epithelial nuclei as analysis cells.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 the
database of cells from oral smears and the imaging modal-
ity is described. Features characterizing properties of ep-
ithelial reference and analysis cells, the process of reducing
the whole feature set to a subset of features with optimal
discrimating power and different classification algorithms to
classify the cells automatically is presented in section 3. The
results of these algorithms computed on the dataset are pre-
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Fig.1. Two examples of Feulgen stained epithelial cells. On the left a healthy cell is shown, on the right an analysis cell. The DNA
within the nuclei is stained with Feulgen dye, whereas the cytoplasm surrounding is not stained.
sented in section 4, showing that epithelial reference and
analysis cells from 15 specimens of the oral mucosa can
be discrimated with different classification methods at to-
tal classification rates of above 95.4%. The paper ends with
analyzing the classification results and an outlook.
2. MATERIAL
Our dataset is based on 15 Feulgen stained specimens
from the oral mucosa, with seven specimens without can-
cer, three specimens with inflammation but without cancer,
and five specimens containing cancer cells. From these spec-
imens images have been acquired with a brightfield light
microscope and a 63× oil immersion objective (NA 1.32)
and a three chip CCD camera with a resulting resolution of
∆x ≈ 0.1µm.
Within these specimens an experienced cytopathologist
classified 950 reference cells from the specimens without
cancer cells, and 748 analysis cells from specimens with can-
cer cells. For these cells the contours of the nuclei are given
as chaincodes. Figure 1 shows two example cells.
3. METHODS
To be able to distinguish automatically between anal-
ysis and reference epithelial cells, a set of potentially rele-
vant features has been implemented. To miminize the risk of
overfitting during training of a classifier, a feature selection
method is performend that can be combined with different
objective functions to select good discriminative feature sub-
sets. To solve the classification task, different classification
algorithms can be chosen. Each of them has to be trained on
a training set of cells, whereas the classification rate is calcu-
lated on an independent cell set (validation set). The process
of feature selection and classifier generation is scetched in
figure 2, the algorithms used within each step are described
in the following.
3.1. FEATURES
Performing a manual discrimination between analysis
and reference cells the cytopathologists consider geometri-
cal criteria like area of the nuclei, shape, as well as textu-
ral characteristics of the chromatin pattern and the overall
amount of stain related to the size of a nucleus.
To cover these criteria, several morphological features
are used, as they are described in [3] and [4]. These com-
prise area, perimeter, form factor, Fourier descriptor ener-
gies, and, further on, translation, rotation and scale invariant
features computed as combinations of the central 2D poly-
nomial moments for the nuclear mask.
As textural features these moment based features are
calculated for a density estimation of the chromatin (extin-
cion image) and an edge image of the chromatin distribution.
The extinction image is calculated on the green channel of
the original RGB image, and the edge image is the differ-
ence of the extinction image and its median filtered version.
These features are supplemented by histogram features of
the topological gradient [3] and particle oriented features ho-
mogeneity, granularity and distribution of the chromatin [5].
See figure 3 for examples of the image transformations. This
sums up to 203 features describing morphology of the nuclei
and chromatin texture.
3.2. FEATURE SELECTION
Testing the separability performance of each possible
feature subset is computationally too expensive for large fea-
ture sets. So the parameter-free search method sequential
forward floating selection [6] is implemented to identify fea-
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basic feature set classification objective number of number of
(a;r;o) function features neighbors
morphology 75.5; 92.3; 85.2 B 14 3
chromatin green 92.5; 95.2; 94.1 B 14 1
chromatin extinction 90.2; 96.5; 93.8 B 19 3
chromatin+moments 90.7; 98.3; 95.1 m 2 4
all features 90.7; 98.3; 95.1 m 2 4
Tab.1. Results of the feature selection for the best overall classification result of each basic feature set. The classification results
(a;r;o) in percentages for the (a)nalysis, the (r)eference cells, and the (o)verall rate are given for each of the basic sets.
Additionally the used objective function ((m)utual information, (F)ishers’ criterion, or (B)hattacharyya distance), the number
of features and the number of neighbors of the kNN are noted. The computed optimal feature sets of chromatin+moments
and all features are identical.
Fig. 2. Algorithmic workflow of feature subset selection and
classifier generation. The different sized feature subsets
resulting from the searching method are denoted as set 1
to set p, the output of classifier training and training set
classification as p classification rates.
ture subsets with a good separability performance for our
classification task. To rate the separability performance three
different objective functions can be chosen. Based on the
assumption of normally distributed data these are Fisher’s
criterion [7], and the Bhattacharyya distance [7], which is
adapted to the special case of two classes only. Using the
likelihood of feature vectors instead of a density model, Mu-
tual information [8] can be selected as the third objective
function.
3.3. CLASSIFIER
To carry out the classification task three classification
algorithms are applicable. These have been selected due to
the reproducibility of the classification results, as well as the
possibly changing behavior of the distribution of the data
during the feature selection. For the different subsets of fea-
tures during this selection the distribution of the data may fit
different distribution models, including non-gaussian, multi-
modal ones. Furthermore for higher dimensions of the fea-
ture space in generally the data is sparsely distributed and
less compact, which leads to the use of non-parametric clas-
sifiers to be more general. As non-parametric classifiers that
provide comprehensible decisions the kNN algorithm and
the Fuzzy-kNN are chosen and additionally the support vec-
tor machines (SVM), that are known to provide a good gen-
eralization capability.
As a kNN a version is trained that makes its decision
as soon as k neighbors belong to the same class. The Fuzzy-
kNN is implemented according to [9]. For this the mem-
bership to each class is computed, taking the incfluence of
a nearest neighbor into account using the distance to the
sample. This distance can moreover be weighted. For this
the proposed version of assigning complete membership of
the neighbors into their own class and nonmembership in all
other classes is being used. The second version of weighting
the neighbors’ influence based on their distances to the class
means assumes a unimodal distribution of the classes with
equal variances, which turned out to be too restrictive ([10],
[11]). Since the third proposed weighting increases compu-
tational costs through a search for nearest neighbors for each
nearest neighbor of a sample, it is excluded.
For the SVM algorithm ([12]) the implementation of
the Spider toolbox for Matlab is used, interfacing the lib-
SVM, with using gridsearch for the parameter search, the rbf
kernel and cross-validation to train classifiers. All methods
use the Euclidean distance.
4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The cell set from section 2 is split into 750 reference
cells and 550 analysis cells for the training set and a valida-
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basic feature set kNN (a;r;o) F-kNN-a (a;r;o)
morphology 75.3; 92.5; 85.4 77.7; 88.5; 83.2
chromatin green 91.9; 97.5; 94.7 91.9; 97.5; 94.7
chromatin extinction 93.9; 95.5; 94.7 91.9; 94.5; 93.2
chromatin+moments/ 92.4; 98.5; 95.5 93.9; 97.5; 95.7
all features
Tab.2. Classification results of the validation set, computed for the feature sets and the number of neighbors of the classifiers within
table 1. The classification results (a;r;o) are computed for the classifiers kNN and F-kNN and are given as percentages for the
(a)nalysis, the (r)eference cells, and the (o)verall rate.
tion set of 200 reference cells, and 198 analysis cells. On
the basis of the training set all features are normalized to the
range [0, 1].
Firstly a feature selection has been done. To rate a wide
range of feature combinations during the feature selection
process, the features are grouped into five basic feature sets.
These are morphology, chromatin green and chromatin ex-
tinction as the chromatin features computed for the green
channel and the extinction image respectively. Additionally
the combination of the two former chromatin sets is extended
through moment based features computed for the extinction
and the edge texture image to chromatin+moments. And,
finally, within the last basic feature set all features are in-
cluded.
On each of these basic feature sets a feature selection
has been performed up to feature set sizes of 50 features for
each objective function. To determine the best feature set
size of each objective function, kNN classifiers have been
trained for k from 1 to 10, using the overall classification
rates from leave-one-out cross-validation on the training set
to rate the feature subsets. Table 1 shows the results of the
best sets for each basic feature set.
For these five best classifiers the classification rates on
the validation set has been computed with kNN and Fuzzy-
kNN (table 2). It turned out that the best distinction between
the two classes needs two features only. These are a mo-
ment based feature (IMTOTE in [3]) as an estimate of the
integral optical density, and, as an inhomogeneity measure
of the chromatin distribution, the median of the topological
gradient image (RG in [3]) for the green channel.
As SVMs are known to provide good generalization re-
sults, two SVMs were trained on the training set. One on
the whole set of 203 features (SVM203) and one for the two
features from the feature selection process, that have shown a
good discriminative power with the kNN classifiers (SVM2).
Both SVMs are trained with 13-fold cross-validation and an
iteratively refined grid-search for the SVM parameter stan-
dard deviation of the rbf kernel and starting with a logarith-
mic scale. The classification results on the validation set are
comparable for both classifiers as well as to the results of the
kNN and the Fuzzy kNN, which is shown in table 3.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 3. Image transformations needed to compute the features.
From left to right: Within the upper row the original
RGB image, its green channel, the extinction image com-
puted from the green channel and the edge image are
displayed. Based on the extinction image the lower row
contains the watershed regions computed for local max-
ima and for local minima, each filled with the gray value
of the local optima, the topological gradient as the differ-
ence of the watershed regions and a three color image to
partition the chromatin into darker and brighter particles.
5. DISCUSSION
For the different basic feature sets the classification re-
sults of the kNN for the best feature sets vary slightly. It can
be seen that chromatin features provide a good separability
performance, whereas only the geometrical features within
the basic set morphology do not distinguish the two classes
sufficiently.
To achieve the best overall classification result, only
two features are needed, which provides low computational
costs. These features also are due to visual criteria of the cy-
topathologists (Section 3), which simplifies an understand-
ing of the computed decisions.
Validating these two features on the validation, set us-
ing kNN and F-kNN, as well as SVM2, results in comparable
classification rates between the classifiers, and with slightly
better classification results than those achieved with the kNN
classifier after the feature selection on the training set. This
is due to the distribution of the validation set within the fea-
ture space. Training a SMV on all features to possibly detect
another relation between the features than has been tested
during feature selection did not result in better classification
results, but these still are comparable to the classifiers using
two features only. So for this the number of training data
might yet be too low. In consequence, to be sure not to have
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classifiers analysis cells reference cells overall rate
kNN 92.4 98.5 95.5
F-kNN 93.9 97.5 95.7
SVM2 92.9 98.5 95.7
SVM203 93.9 97.0 95.5
Tab. 3. The detection rates of analysis cells, reference cells, and
the overall rates of the validation set are shown in per-
centages for the different classifiers. kNN, F-kNN and
SVM2 use two features only, SVM203 classifies accord-
ing to all features.
performed an overfitting or having used a training set that
is not representative, these classifiers have to be tested with
cells from specimens that are different from the specimens
of the training set.
Furthermore a persistent difference between the classi-
fication results of reference cells and analysis cells for the
kNN methods as well as for the SVMs is noticeable. The
major reason for this might be the different number of train-
ing cells in the classes. Therefore the analysis cells should
be supplemented with new prototypes.
But, overall it can be stated, that the classification re-
sults on the 398 validation cells result in overall classifica-
tion results between 95.5% and 95.7% for the different clas-
sifiers, thus providing a good separability between the anal-
ysis cells and the reference cells. While the classification
results of the different classification algorithms are compa-
rable, one can choose the final classifier according to the
best classifications results of either analysis cells or refer-
ence cells, or subject to computational costs.
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